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Legal Notice
This eBook was written to every individual that has gone through pains,
hurts, anxiety and depression emotionally, physically, mentally and socially
at certain point in their lives. This book will assist you go through the healing
processes and guide you towards you happiness.

All right reserved. No part of this eBook may be reproduced in any form or
by any means. Electronically, recording, editing, copying and repost on
websites without the prior permission of the Author.
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DEDICATION
This work is dedicated to the Almighty God, the creator of the universe, the
giver of true love and peace, the giver of all true knowledge and
understanding, whose grace has sustained me through this work. And to
everyone who utilizes this material in their life to restore happiness in their
life again.
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Author’s Preface
This course is attempted to provide a unique guide to those seeking

web traffic generation knowledge. It is design for the benefit of anyone as
well to those who have picked interest online business. I hope this course
will bring about the desired objective to those who use them.
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BEST PROCESSES TO HEAL YOUR BROKEN HEART

A heart break is a physical, mental, emotional, social and environmental stress or pain

an individual passes through which is also known as heartache, Because we are humans

and we all have gone through heart break from one way or the other, it may occur as a

result from loss of life (death) of a loved one, betrayal, disappointment, insult,

cheating partner, bad boss, regret from mistakes, unappreciated, unwanted or rejection,

feeling hatred from someone to you and many more. In heartbreak you feel very deep

pain in your heart and direct your thought to same cause that put you in such a situation

from time to time which sometimes lead to health issues or affect your ability to move

forward in life.

Some scientist actually deduce that when a person is going through

heartbreak, the person go through some changes in the brain blood flow

and larger number of people who are not able to manage their stress

or depression are prone to have heart diseases;

Furthermore if you observed when heartbreak occur, check yourself if you have gone

through any it most time affects an individual negatively more which may cause

headache, chest pain,  insomnia, headaches, stomachache,  indulge in alcohol or drugs,

having nightmare, tears, tea bag eyes, depression,  unable to eat, filled with fears,

loneliness, nausea, suicidal, complains, poor anger management, sadness and many

more.

Experiences:

● I have being through several heart breaks in my life with lot of

counseling and learning I have been able to get some facts on how to

win over heartbreak most times, it's not always easy but I noticed

happiness is the healthiest you can fetch for yourself as

an individual, no one can give you happiness as much as you can

fetch for yourself.

● My name is Tonia, I clocked 35years July, 2016, my experience with

the beginning of doctor confirming me that I had heart disease

started one faithful day that from the office I received a query of

what I didn’t know anything about, before lunch the lady I loan

money was confirmed dead then I fell from my chair out of so much

pains I was going through I was very hurt and my boss gave me a

task I couldn’t just meet up she got very pissed and gave me a query

again, I was so depressed and entered the bus with much thinking

then I started bleeding from my nostrils immediately I felt a sharp
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pain in my heart and met myself in the hospital. I learnt lesson from

taking things easy with my heart because the human heart is fragile

and should be guided and treated with much care.

There are 10 mind blowing facts on how to deal with heartbreak:

1. The understanding process: In this process, you develop your mind that

what caused the pain was real, it is essential you understand you would need

to go through pains to feel the heartbreak. This part sometimes a lot of

people skip to understand that the pain is real, they try to skip it and face

the pain thinking of what might have made this occur, but in reality you

shouldn’t skip this process because it is the only process that would guide

you through other process, it is going to stand like the pillar of building your

mindset to accept the real pain or hurt you are going through.

2. The pain process: This process is one of the most difficult aspects for a lot

of individual to scale through properly; it's going to be draining you to

occupy your mind and your head with the memories of pains which may

involve throwing questions within yourself or with the person involved with

in the heartbreak. The thought may also drain you to tears or cause some

dysfunctional health issues as mentioned above, you may not want to see

anyone or dislike everything that happen around you, bear the pain

processes because when you let the pain out it would be much

more easier to let the happiness in.

I was going through a painful process in my life years back

when I lost a very precious relationship I thought was going to

end in marriage, it was about a 4years relationship that I went

through a lot of agony and pains, I choose to go through the

painful process and soak myself in deep emotion of tears day

and night, this processes is normal which gave my heart the

mindset to control my mind and able to move to the next stage of

life.

3. Control Process : In this process you must control how you use your

phone, don't post anything on your social media like when you have issues

with your spouse or partner you immediately go to the social media and

type "I can only endure you for a while someday I will leave", 

“I am done with you”

“Never would I go back to you”

Definitely you are telling the whole world you have issues and you are

going through depression in your life, trust me you may start receiving

very negative comments or inbox that would worsen the situation you
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are currently in, sometimes they say problems shared is half solved but the

truth is control yourself not to expose the issue so quick until you are able to

make certain decisions within yourself by following this few steps listed.

4. No Payback Process: Always know that weak people are quick to

revenge, always put in mind that you don't have to pay back because there is a

reason why it happened and you need to be strong enough to deal with the

issue without thinking of paying evil for evil. People who don’t pay back find it

easier to relief themselves from pains, depressions, anxiety and hurt physically,

mentally, emotionally and socially and the best to do so is to build your mindset

to forgive even before the person involves finds out.

At a point in my life I wanted to pay back evil for evil but I kept on

reading articles on forgiveness, reading the bible verses that had to

do with forgiveness and it really assisted me not to pay evil for evil

but choose to pay good for evil, its quiet difficult like it is written

but easier if you are determined to heal the broken heart and move

on happily.

5. Filter Negative Thought Process: It is possible the thoughts keep coming

back to your mind no matter how you have tried to forget, do not feel bad or let

it get into you deeply, all you should start doing is to filter the negative thoughts

of the pain from your head, the only way to achieve this easily is to take down a

list of the pain and most times write the positive things you wish at another end

and start doing away with the pains or hurt in your life having it in mind that

the positive thoughts is all you need to recover from this broken heart and

restore happiness to you, give yourself certain period you want to filter the

negative thoughts and gradually you would replace the negative thoughts with

the positive thoughts.

6. Plan Recreational Process: This is the time to plan for so many things you

love doing or you wish to achieve, this would let you openly let go of your pain,

do not forget to include exercises (i.e Yoga, Gym) or a particular house chores

you love doing like cooking, cleaning, or a particular hobby you enjoy like

singing, tour, surfing the web, football, reading, watching movies and many

more which would make you excrete pains as you do what you love

over and over again and regain yourself again, for me when am very

stress, I like to do yoga at least once in a week.
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7. Positive Vibes Process: This is when you need to build your strength in

what you desire most, set out the goals in achieving your desired objectives,

in the process of achieving your set out goals remember you may come

across people that may annoy you or want to discourage you, don’t give up but

cut off negative people and mingle more with the people with positive mindset

to contribute in assisting you to achieve your goals in life, Your dream or pursuit

in life maybe competitive and sometimes you really don’t know how to run

through, make a lot of research, read more on how to grow and how you want to

achieve your set out goals. Channel a lot of interest into your pursuit; as you

gradually attain your goals you will see how you won't keep

negative thought in your mind but you would be swinging in

your positive thought the more.

8. New Company Process: Time to find new company, it could be from the old

company but or from new company but remember that you do not need people

who would contribute more pains or stress to you, stay conscious of how to get

rid of the bad company and keep good company that would sweeten your heart

mostly. The new good company would be those who would add some sweetness

to your heart and when the bad company shows up again always remember the

processes it took you to go through heart break, guide every mistake anyone

does to you off your heart, everyone has their short comings do not expect

perfection from anyone but give room for their mistakes and learn to forgive

easily.

9. Advice Process: Assist someone else to come out of heartbreak, share

your story so they can share their own story and tell them to try the processes

you used and how it worked for you, in doing this, you would feel more relief

and know that the healing processes you went through was worth it.

10. Support Process: If you can handle the process 1 to 9 comfortably then

you would know you were able to scale through but if you couldn't in some areas

seek support of a counselor or someone who has experienced terrible pains and

has scaled through the pains, stress or depression and scaled through so they

can guide you and assist you from time to time until you finally scale through

the healing processes.
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Conclusion
Letting pain go is the best healthy gift you can give to yourself, never indulge in hurtful

atmosphere for a long time, go through the processes listed above over and over again,

because hurts, pains, stress and depression would always be part of our lives but the way

we manage the situation would assist us sustain happy mood and good health.

I want to encourage everyone who has gone through this eBook to make use of it in their

lives, share with someone going through heartbreak, understand and happily go through

the healing processes listed above, also do not forget to send the outcome or testimonies

to the address below:

Also, if you have any questions at all, please don’t hesitate to ask.

You can contact me via my website, or I would love to connect with you on one of the

social media platforms. Here’s where you can find me:

Websites: anne-pearl.com

E-mail Address: info@anne-pearl.com

Facebook: facebook.com/annepearllovementor

Twitter: twitter.com/ annepearllovementor

YouTube: youtube.com/AnneNwakama

LinkedIn: linkedin.com/in/annepearllovementor
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